
Introduction

Enrichment of relevant isotopes through efficient techniques is 
important for the front-end of the Indian nuclear fuel cycle and 
medical industry in addition to being a deterrent in the current 

235world scenario. The enrichment of the U isotope (natural 
abundance 0.72%) understandably therefore, assumes a 
significant role. Of the many radio-isotopes employed in 

32radiopharmaceutical industry, P that is used for the bone pain 
palliation in the skeletal metastases is produced in N-reactor 

32 99mthrough the bombardment of S by fast neutrons. Tc radio-
isotope is known as the ‘Work Horse’ in Nuclear Medicine as 
more than 80% of radiopharmaceuticals use this isotope. It is 

99 99m 99prepared from the Mo/ Tc generator where Mo itself is 
98  produced in a nuclear reactor through Mo (n, ã) Mo reaction.

99Mo emits particle and eventually decays to Tc. Since the 
medical radio-isotopes are administered to the patients, the 
radio-chemical as well as the radio-nuclide purity is of utmost 

32importance. To obtain the required specific activity, S and 
98Mo having natural abundances 94.99  and 24.29% need to 
be suitably enriched.

Among all the existing enrichment processes, viz., gas 
diffusion, gas centrifuge, electromagnetic separator, laser 
isotope separation (LIS) processes, the LIS is considered most 
promising as it is known to be an energy efficient process with a 
relatively much smaller foot print. The LIS process that employs 
molecular gas as the working medium, termed the molecular 
laser isotope separation (MLIS)  where the desired isotopic 
species is selectively excited and separated through infrared 
multi-photon dissociation (IRMPD) was earlier considered 
impractical owing to the requirement of prohibitively high 

 99

99m

%

power of coherent light. However, there has been a resurgence 
of interest in it of late due to the so called SILEX (Separation of 
Isotopes by Laser Excitation) technology[1] that, although not 
explicitly spelt out in open literature, is most likely based on 
low-energy processes[2]. In this direction, very recently, 
Makarov and co-workers have reported very high enrichment 

34factor for S isotope in SF  by employing the laser assisted 6

gasdynamic expansion scheme[3]. 

Due to several advantages, viz., the mono-isotopy of fluorine 
atom, higher vapor pressure, gaseous form at room 
temperature, the MF  (M = S/Mo/U) is considered to be the 
most suitable molecule for the separation of isotopes of S, Mo, 
and U. It is essential to have a prior knowledge of the vibrational 
frequencies and the associated isotope shifts of the molecules 
of interest to be able to selectively excite the desired isotopic 
species and separate it from the rest. This information may not 
be obtainable from literature for all molecules of interest and 
hence the calculation of the vibrational frequencies and the 
corresponding isotopic shifts   assumes significance. In this 
article, we present the geometry optimization of a molecule 
followed by the vibrational frequency calculations for obtaining 
the isotope shift in SF , MoF , and UF  molecules by employing 6

density functional theory (DFT).

Computational Methodology

All the theoretical computations have been carried out by using 
density functional theory based methods in Turbomole-7.2.1 
software[4]. The structures of MF  (M = S, Mo, and U) have 
been optimized in singlet ground electronic spin state using 
two hybrid DFT GGA functionals, viz., Becke three-parameter 
exchange and Lee–Yang–Parr correlation (B3LYP)[5] and 
hybrid form of Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof exchange and 
correlation (PBE0) [6]; and a hybrid DFT meta-GGA functional, 
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i.e., Minnesota exchange-correlation-2006 hybrid with 27% HF 
exchange (M06) [7]. For F, S, and Mo (28 electrons ECP) atoms, 
we have used  def2-TZVPP basis set [8] while def-TZVPP basis 
set[8] has been employed for the U atom as 
implemented in the Turbomole software. This combination of 
basis set is defined as DEF2. The accuracy of the electron 
density based (DFT) methods coupled with basis sets is well 
known for the calculation of the electronic structure of any 
molecular system and its properties. The choice of larger basis 
set (DEF2) along with the abovementioned DFT functionals has 
shown to yield accurate results[9] in the electronic structure 
calculations of any chemical system using molecular orbital 
theory based techniques. 

Optimized Structural Parameters of MF

The DFT based methods with B3LYP, PBE0, and M06 
functionals have been employed to optimize the electronic 
structures of all the MF  (M =S, Mo, and U) molecules and the 6

true minima in their respective singlet potential energy 
surfaces is obtained. The optimized structure of MF  (Fig.1) 
exhibits octahedral geometry having O  symmetry at its  h

minima. Table 1 lists the M-F bond distances in all the MF  (M = 
S, Mo, and U) molecules as obtained by using all the three 
abovementioned methods. The M-F bond lengths have been 
found to be in the range of 1.558-1.580, 1.817-1.820, and 
1.988-2.007Å in SF , MoF , and UF  molecules, respectively, 
and the corresponding experimental values are 1.561, 1.817, 
1.996Å. From the above results, it is evident that the calculated 
M-F bond distances are in close proximity with the 
experimental data lending credence to the adopted 
methodology.

Stabilities of MF  Molecules6

The stability of any molecular system can be inferred from their 
HOMO-LUMO energy gaps (Energy gap between the highest 
occupied molecular orbital and lowest unoccupied molecular 
orbital) and the same for MF  molecules have been reported in 6

Table 1 as obtained by employing all the adopted methods. 
Here, the S, Mo, and U atoms are bonded with the highest 
electronegative element F atom whereby the HOMO is 
stabilized significantly for all the MF  molecules. The computed 
values of HOMO-LUMO gap are in the range of 9.917-11.109, 
6.480-7.193, and 5.395-6.120eV for SF , MoF , and UF , 
respectively. Higher value of ÄE  for all the MF  systems Gap 6

(60 electrons ECP) 

6

6

6

6 6 6

6

6 6 6

studied here clearly emphasizes the greater stability of the 
systems with a very strong M–F bond.

Natural Population Analysis (NPA) of MF6

The computed net NPA charges on M and F atoms in MF  (M = 
S, Mo, and U) have been reported in Table 1 as obtained by all 
the DFT functionals. From the Table 1, it is clearly evident that 
there is a significant charge distribution among all the 
constituent atoms in all the MF  molecules. The charges 
acquired by the M atoms are found to be 2.612, 2.427, 2.358 
along the series S–Mo–U, while the corresponding charge 
residing on each F atom are -0.435, -0.404, -0.393 in SF , 
MoF , and UF  molecules, respectively, as obtained by B3LYP 

6

6

6

6 6

Molecule Methods RM-F (Calc.) RM-F (Expt.) qM qF EHOMO ELUMO DEGap

SF6

B3LYP 1.580

1.561a

2.612 -0.435 -12.025 -2.109 9.917

PBE0 1.566 2.610 -0.435 -12.405 -1.295 11.109

M06 1.558 2.679 -0.446 -12.455 -1.349 11.106

MoF6

B3LYP 1.817

1.817b

2.427 -0.404 -12.349 -5.869 6.480

PBE0 1.817 2.434 -0.406 -12.743 -5.549 7.193

M06 1.820 2.475 -0.413 -12.825 -5.672 7.152

UF6

B3LYP 2.007

1.996c

2.358 -0.393 --11.855 -6.460 5.395

PBE0 1.988 2.335 -0.389 -12.120 -6.000 6.120

M06 1.994 2.412 -0.402 -12.249 -6.352 5.897

a b cRef. [10]; Ref. [11]; Ref. [12]

aRef. [10]

Table 1: Optimized M-F bond length (R ) in Å), Partial NPA charges on ‘M’ atom (q ) and each ‘F’ atom (q ), HOMO Energy (E ) and LUMO Energy M-F M F HOMO

(E ) and their gaps (ÄE ) in eV for MF  (M = S, Mo, and U) molecules by using B3LYP, PBE0, and M06 methods with DEF2 basis set.LUMO Gap 6

-1 32Table 2: Fundamental vibrational frequencies (í  in cm ) for SF  along 6
-1 34with the isotope shift (Äí  in cm ) for the SF  isotopomer in the i 6

parenthesis.

i

Fig.1: Optimized structure (O ) of MF  (M=S, Mo, U).h 6

Modes (Deg.) B3LYP PBE0 M06 Expt.a

n1 (A1g) 743.3 777.9 801.5 774.5

n2 (Eg) 616.1 645.1 655.9 643.4

n3 (T1u) 909.7

(17.1)

956.1

(17.8)

976.9

(17.4)

947.9

(17.1)

n4 (T1u) 590.3

(2.7)

607.2

(2.9)

632.4

(2.8)

615.0

(2.6)

n5 (T2g) 502.5 516.0 537.0 523.5

n6 (T2u) 329.5 341.1 363.2 346.9
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method with DEF2 basis set. This implies that the positive 
(~+2) charge residing on the M center is being neutralized by 
the six negatively charged F atoms via electron transfer from 
the M atoms to the F atoms. This is attributed to the strong 
covalent M–F bond with large charge delocalization and 
electrostatic interaction between the oppositely charged 
centers. 

Vibrational Frequency Analysis and Estimation of Isotope 
Shift in MF

One of the best ways to test the accuracy of any method is to 
analyze its ability to reproduce the vibrational frequencies      
of the molecular system. We have performed harmonic 
vibrational analysis in order to distinguish the different 
vibrational modes for the characterization of the MF  chemical 
system. In this context, it is to be noted that two electron density 
based methods (B3LYP and M06 functionals) accurately 

12 16compute the vibrational frequency for the DHP ( C H O) 5 8

molecule, as can be seen when matched with the 
experimentally available data for abundant isotope[9]. Among 
various DFT functionals, B3LYP, PBE0, and M06 have been 
found to reproduce the vibrational frequency more accurately 
for all the hexafluoride (MF , M = S, Mo, and U) molecules. 
Therefore, the calculated vibrational frequency values for the 
SF , MoF , and UF  molecules at B3LYP/DEF2, PBE0/DEF2, 
and M06/DEF2 levels are given in Table 2, 3 and 4, 
respectively.

Since the octahedral (O ) geometry is the lowest energy h

structure of all the MF  molecules, therefore, all the molecules 

6

6

6

6 6 6

6

 

 

possess six fundamental modes of vibrations, viz., í -í . Among 1 6

all the modes,  is non-degenerate (A ),  is doubly 1g

degenerate (E ), and -  are triply degenerate (T , T , T , T ) g 3 6 1u 1u 2g 2u

vibrational modes. Being a centrosymmetric molecule, Raman 
active modes cannot be IR active and vice-versa. Therefore, 
MF  has three Raman-active ( , , ) modes, two IR-active   6

( , ) modes, and one forbidden ( ) mode. Tables 2, 3, and 4 
include all possible vibrational frequencies computed using 
the aforementioned DFT functionals, along with their 
degeneracy for the MF  molecules.

The pictorial representation of all the vibrational modes 
as obtained computationally agrees very well with 
experimental findings is represented in Fig.2. Since irradiation 
of the MF  molecules is possible with IR lasers,  and  modes 6

are of our interest. Between  and , the frequency value for 
the  mode is higher than the corresponding  mode and 
generally, the isotope selective excitation of the  vibrational 
mode has been attempted experimentally. For the highest 
abundant isotopes, the calculated vibrational frequencies for 

32 98 238 mode in SF , MoF , and UF  as shown in Tables 2, 3 and 6

4 are close to the experimental data available.

For the determination of the isotope shift (Äí), the IR 
frequencies have been calculated for all the isotopomers of 
MF . The difference in vibrational frequency with respect to 6

that of the molecule with abundant isotopic species is termed 
‘Isotope Shift’. For SF , the isotope shift ( ) values have been 6 3

-1 32 33found to be 8.5-8.9 and 17.1-17.8cm  for the SF - SF  and 
32 34SF - SF  isotopomers, respectively, while the corresponding 
experimental values are 8.6 and 17.1 cm . In case of MoF ,  
1.0-1.2 and 2.1-2.4cm  are the isotope shifts between the 
97 98 98 100MoF - MoF  and MoF - MoF  pairs. The isotope shift value 

235 238was found to be 0.63-0.67cm  for UF  and UF  isotopomer 6

while the experimentally measured value from literature is 

í í1 2

í í

í í í1 2 5

í í í3 4 6

6

í í3 4

í í3 4

í í3 4

 í3

 
í3 6 6

Äí

6 6

6 6
-1

6
-1

6 6 6 6
-1

6

í (A )1 1g í (E )2 g í (T )3 1u í (T )4 1u í (T )6 2uí (T )5 2g

Fig.2: Fundamental vibrational modes of the hexafluoride (MF , M = S, Mo, and U) molecules.6

Modes (Deg.) B3LYP PBE0 M06 Expt.a

n1 (A1g) 739.2 762.2 751.8 741.0

n2 (Eg) 642.8 661.1 654.2 643.0

n3 (T1u) 732.6

(1.0)

750.4

(1.1)

737.8

(1.2)

741.0

(1.0)

n4 (T1u) 257.2

(0.3)

259.0

(0.4)

264.3

(0.4)

264.0

(0.2)

n5 (T2g) 307.6 311.3 309.8 306.0

n6 (T2u) 118.9 120.6 135.7 190.0

Modes (Deg.) B3LYP PBE0 M06 Expt.a

n1 (A1g) 662.0 684.9 663.3 663.9

n2 (Eg) 532.7 543.5 514.8 529.8

n3 (T1u) 617.2
(0.63)

635.6
(0.63)

614.1
(0.67)

627.5
(0.65)

n4 (T1u) 188.4
(0.2)

189.8
(0.2)

182.8
(0.3)

189.1
(0.2)

n5 (T2g) 200.9 201.5 187.9 193.7

n6 (T2u) 143.2 145.2 147.7 147.6

98Table 3: Fundamental vibrational frequencies (  in cm ) for MoF  6
97along with the isotope shift (  in cm ) for the MoF  isotopomer in 6

theparenthesis.

-1íi
-1Äíi

-1Table 4: í
-1Äíi

238Fundamental vibrational frequencies (  in cm ) for UF  i 6
235along with the isotope shift (  in cm ) for the UF  isotopomer in the 6

parenthesis.

aRef. [11]

aRef. [12]
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0.65 cm . As can be seen, the calculated values match pretty 
well with the experimental data available. The slight variation in 
the theoretically computed fundamental vibrational frequency 
values with the experimental data may also arise due to the 
anharmonicity effect which should be considered for precise 
determination of isotope shift. Further, the harmonic 
vibrational frequency analysis through some DFT functionals 
(B3LYP, PBE0, and M06) seem more promising methods for 
accurate determination of the isotope shift as reported by 
us[9].

Conclusion

The first principle based density functional theory based 
methods are important theoretical tools for the calculations of 
isotope shifts in the fundamental vibrational modes of the 
isotopomers. In order to determine the isotope shift, the 
geometry of the MF  (M = S, Mo, and U) molecules has been 6

first optimized followed by fundamental vibrational frequency 
calculation for the different isotopomers of the molecules       
of interest. Knowledge of the fundamental vibrational 
frequencies and the corresponding isotope shifts play an 
important role in the choice of the process gas, the laser to be 
employed and the process parameter in molecular based laser 
isotope separation process.
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